Abstract
Introduction

40
Hydraulic connectivity between two points is quite a well defined concept in fractured 41 media [e.g., Neuman, 2008] , but a loosely defined concept in porous media [e.g., connectivity in a study of a detailed 3D model of the Wilcox aquifer in Texas. He
48
showed that the flow occurring in a sedimentary aquifer is determined to a greater 49 extent by the connectivity of the medium as compared to the local values of hydraulic 50 conductivity. Thereafter the term connectivity was extended to transport of conservative 51 species [Poeter and Townsend, 1994 ] by looking at the spatial distribution of travel 52 times in an alluvial aquifer.
53
Hydraulic connectivity concepts are widely present implicitly in the literature. Schad 54 and Teutsch [1994] analysed the time drawdown curves in tests performed at different 55 scales and found that natural heterogeneity reflected on the hydraulic parameters 56 estimated from field tests, indicating that pumping tests could be a good tool to map 57 heterogeneity. Sanchez-Vila et al. [1996] discussed the presence of scale effects in 58 transmissivity through numerical simulations, and provided a justification for the non-59 log-normality of the multivariate statistics in real fields; they found that an asymmetry 60 in the multivariate distribution of local T values, i.e., connectivity between zones of 61 high transmissivity being larger than those of low transmissivity, resulted in effective 
(2)
199
It is well known that when this methodology is used in homogeneous aquifers, the 200 resulting parameters are precisely the transmissivity and the storage coefficient of the 201 aquifer (assuming no influence of boundary conditions).
202
In most aquifers hydraulic conductivity or transmissivity are highly variable in space, 
Pumping tests in heterogeneous media
208
The estimates from (1) and (2) are just two numbers that can be obtained regardless the than one test is uninformative in terms of estimates of transmissivity).
217
On the contrary, est S from (2) is an observation point dependent parameter that weight 
221 where ( ) ( )
, and U is a weighting function (kernel) given by 
234
where S is the actual storage coefficient (assumed constant for simplicity, but an 235 effective value could also be used if heterogeneity in local S values was considered). where the weighting function is a Fréchet Kernel given already in (4), as
where the local polar coordinates considers the pumping well as the origin of 244 coordinates. The shape of function U deserves some comments (see Figure 1) 
277
The second condition, the minimization of the variance of the estimator error,
implies developing the full expression for 
The method then implies that at each point 0 x in a predefined mesh we assign an 
288
A critical point in step (1) is the evaluation of the covariance and cross-covariance 289 functions, that can all be written in terms of integrals of be obtained as
Mathematical code implementation
293
The set of equations composed by (7), (9)- (11) Once the covariance functions are estimated, the solution of (9) is straight forward,
304
being a system of linear equations. 
Pumping tests modelling results. Estimation of connectivities
340
Once pumping tests were performed, est T and est S are computed from (1) and (2) 341 respectively. In Table 1 
358
As demonstrated in both Figure 5 and finally Well C and observation 6 (see Table 1 Observation 6 in the latter one. 
482
In the deliberated distributed wells case, the general behaviour is the same as that The starting point is equation (7), which is reproduced here 
